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Brett Lee Quotes

       I am keen on helping Indian bowlers but I am not seeking a full-time
role. But yes I am really keen on helping out pace bowlers across the
world. 
~Brett Lee

Sachin Tendulkar the best yesterday, today and forever 
~Brett Lee

I bowl my best when I am fittest and the best way to get fit is to bowl.
That's how you get your rhythm. You cannot really find a rhythm by
bowling in the nets. 
~Brett Lee

If u can't get along with Dravid, u're struggling in life 
~Brett Lee

If you can't get the wicket of Rohit Sharma, you are struggling in life 
~Brett Lee

It's very challenging. The most important thing you need as a
sportsman is to be clear on what you're actually doing. 
~Brett Lee

My plan, when I walked out on to the field on Friday morning, was to
just enjoy myself because when I'm smiling and having fun I generally
bowl my best. 
~Brett Lee

Growing up, you look at guys like Jeff Thomson as heroes, so going
past him is pretty special. 
~Brett Lee

No matter how good or experienced, he [Sehwag] can kill your attitude. 
~Brett Lee
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Sachin Tendulkar is a guy you don't want to chat to period, because he
will knuckle down... 
~Brett Lee

As a Test cricketer you expect that at times you're going to be heckled,
and you must have a thick skin. 
~Brett Lee

It's always a fine line. If you overdo (aggression) it's 'ugly Australians',
but if you have a smile on your face it's Australia being too nice. 
~Brett Lee

Whatever be the complex situations, the Indian team under Ganguly
has moved to great heights. The fact of the matter is that Ganguly is
determined to stay focused. 
~Brett Lee
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